TYPICAL SCENES

PARTICIPANTS IN THE PROGRAM

SITE - “BISC 125” - July 15 thru July 22, 2018

Kenneth Stewart - TSPS/TAP  
Program Director

Kramer Wimberly - AVSC  
Lead DWP Instructor
Kamau Sadiki  
Lead DWP Instructor
Ernest Franklin - UAS  
Lead DWP Instructor
Melody Garrett - UAS  
Lead DWP Instructor
Chris Sears - AUE  
DWP Instructor
Rebecca Hunter Wimberley  
DWP Instructor
Andrew Lyons

Alexis Braden  
YDWP Instructor
Walter Tristan Cannon  
Advocate
Royer Colomer  
Student
Orsey Cruz  
Advocate
Harrison Dutton  
Student
Tyrese Evelyn  
Student
Melanie Longo  
Advocate
Jade Mayberry  
Student
Christopher Morales  
Student
Jiva Mulkhraj  
YDWP Instructor Candidate
Jon Parker  
Student
Justin Spinelli  
YDWP Instructor Candidate
Maria Suarez  
Student
Salvador Van Dyke  
Student

TEAM A
Kamau Sadiki, Instructor
Alexis Braden
Orsey Cruz
Royer Colomer

TEAM B
Rebecca Hunter Wimberley, Instructor
Jade Mayberry
Melanie Longo
Tristan Cannon
Tyrese Evelyn

TEAM C
Andrew Lyons, Instructor
Justin Spinelli
Harrison Dutton
Christopher Morales

TEAM D
Kramer Wimberley, Instructor
Jiva Mulkhraj
Jon Parker
Salvador Van Dyke
Maria Suarez

BASE LINE

SITE CONDITIONS

The air temperature each day was 75 – 80 degrees F.  
The depth of the site 20 feet, winds were from the  
SSE at 5-10 knots.
Water temperature at the bottom was 86 degrees, 
and the current was mild to moderate.
Bottom terrain was sand, coral, and sea grass, easily 
disturbed.
Visibility varied from 50 – 100 feet generally good.
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